NOTICE

Cancellation of Tender

Due to some unavoidable circumstances, our e-tender no: ECL/Hq/Pur/Open/21921065-RC/2019-20/Lubricants/067 date: 25.11.2019 issued for conclusion of Rate Contract for 2 years for supply of Lubricants, opened on 27.12.2019 is hereby cancelled.

Cc to:
1) Gr. GM(Excv), ECL Hq
2) GM(E&ME)/HOD, ECL Hq
3) PRM, ECL- Hrs, Sanctoria

With a request to arrange publication of the above cancellation notice in the ECL and Govt Tender Portal where this tender was published originally.

Dy Manager (MM)

Dated: 07.02.2020